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2016-2017 Period 3+4

Agenda special

Period 3 Week 1
Jan-10

New years dive 
party with WaHo

Jägermeister
1 coin 

Week 2
Jan-17

Winter 
Wonderland

Icy Cocktail
2 coins

Period 4 Week 1
Feb-21

Bunkernight 3 House shots 
for 2 coins

Week 2
Feb-28

Carnival in the 
Bunker!

A red/green 
and yellow shot 
for 2 coins

Message from the board
Dear people, first of all we wish you a sparkling new year full of partying. We would like to 
welcome 2 new boardmembers. Sander, who will take care of the stocks and Charlotte, who 
will do the register. But don’t think you missed your chance, because we are still looking for 
new boardmembers! With the new year comes our updated stocklist. Desperados, Absinth and 
Stro’80 will make you feel warmer and help you get through the cold winter. Also from this 
period on we will finally sell a midnight snack, Broodje Bapao! You never have to go home 
hungry again. We hope to see you all downstairs!

Did you know that.. 
when you live at Dijkgraaf you 
automatically are a member of 
‘Association Dijkgraaf’? The Bunker 
Board is also the board of ‘Association 
Dijkgraaf’ and the Bunker is the meeting 
place. The income of ‘Association 
Dijkgraaf’ consists of the bar revenue of 
the Bunker. Sometimes we can save 
some money and do nice things for you 
guys, like bringing back the pool table 
and darts, or making crazy drink specials. 
Since you are a member of ‘Association 
Dijkgraaf’ don’t hesitate to contact us 
when you have wishes, questions or 
remarks!

Partyplanning
The 10th of January we will give a new years dive party, 
hosted by WaHo! The dress code is ‘bathrobe’ and you 
can warm your self up with some cheap Jägermeister. 
The more you drink, the warmer you get! The same 
principle applies to week 2, when we sell icy cocktails in 
a winter wonderland party!
In week 1 of period 4 we will host a classic Bunkernight
again. Enjoy our carefully crafted house shots while 
they’re super cheap. A week later it’s time for Carnival! 
We sell special shots in the Dutch colours of Carnival: 
red, yellow and green! So put your craziest (preferably 
most sexy) clothes on and go wild on the dance floor!


